X-ray scattering by single-headed heavy meromyosin. Cleavage of the myosin head from the rod does not change its shape.
Low angle X-ray scattering from heavy meromyosin (HMM) and from single-headed heavy meromyosin (sHMM) have been examined to determine if the heads of myosin change shape when cleaved from the rod to form subfragment 1 (S1). The scattering intensities of intact HMM and sHMM were compared with those of their chymotryptic digestion products, S1 and subfragment 2 (S2). As the data with HMM were complicated by scattering between the two heads, the more extensive analysis was done with sHMM. Pseudo-Guinier plots of intact and digested sHMM, over the angular range used previously for S1, were linear and showed a difference in apparent radius of gyration (Rg) of only 0.07 +/- 0.04 nm. The absolute apparent Rg value of sHMM was 3.2 +/- 0.2 nm, which is comparable to the radius of gyration reported previously for S1 alone. A plot of the fractional differences in scattering intensities of intact and digested sHMM was flat to a reciprocal spacing of at least 1/3.5 nm-1. These results indicate that the head portions of sHMM and S1 have very similar structures at low resolution. Scattering curves for various models of sHMM and mixtures of S1 and S2 were calculated and the fractional difference plots of scattering intensities were made to determine how sensitive this type of analysis is to changes in the shape of the head. Changes in Rg of 0.1 nm or greater gave detectably non-flat difference plots. Thus, the X-ray scattering of sHMM (and HMM) demonstrated that differences in structure between the head of myosin and isolated S1 are likely to be small. Current controversies over myosin head structure are discussed in light of this result.